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Collegium Visionary Award - Call for Nominations!
In Spring 2014, Collegium will award its first annual Visionary Award, a means to begin to honor the many contributions of Collegium alumni and alumnae.
The Collegium Visionary Award is meant to celebrate and advance the work of Collegium alumni/ae in the many
ways that Collegium encourages: leadership to promote Catholic mission on member campuses, scholarship to
advance the Catholic intellectual tradition or to bring other traditions into fruitful dialogue with it, and innovative
teaching to bring aspects of the summer colloquy to life for students.
Eligibility: All alumni/ae who participated in Collegium as faculty or graduate fellows are eligible, except for Collegium board members during the term of their board membership.
Nominations: All Collegium alumni/ae are invited to nominate fellow alumni/ae who they regard as outstanding
exemplars of Collegium’s mission by one or more of the criteria described above. Nomination letters, up to 2pp.
single spaced, should articulate clearly why the nominee merits the award, and help us evaluate the impact of that
nominee’s work on campus, in the classroom, or in the scholarly realm. Nominations must be emailed to Collegium@holycross.edu by Friday, January 17.
The Collegium Board will review the nominations and recommend an awardee . The award will consist of a framed
citation to be presented at a reception on the awardee’s home campus late in the spring semester, and an award of
$1000 that can be used for a retreat, in support of relevant academic research and pedagogical development, or
for mission-related events on campus.

)

)

The award will be announced in the spring newsletter.

New Members
We are very happy to welcome
our newest member schools:
Gonzaga University
Saint Francis University, Pennsylvania

Alumni/ae News
Karen Anderson (F’05, M’10, B’12 – present)
has been promoted to Professor in the Department of Eduction
at Stonehill College.
Gintaras Duda (F’09), a physicist at Creighton University, was
named U.S. Professor of the year in the “Masters Universities
and Colleges” category for 2013 by CASE and the Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching
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Grants of up to $2,500 for projects that extend
Collegium’s mission on member campuses!
The Association of Catholic Colleges and Universities, Collegium’s sponsor, has generously offered to fund
five grants of up to $2500 each for projects that advance Collegium’s mission on those campuses and in
broader forums. The grants can fund course development, scholarship, and workshops that advance Catholic
intellectual life and bring it into dialogue with other ways of knowing. Collegium alumni/ae at Collegium
member institutions are eligible to apply for the grants, and other faculty may be included in proposals as
co-applicants.
We are extremely excited about this opportunity to advance Collegium’s work, and to support and enable great
work from our alumni/ae.
Deadline for applications is March 15, 2014. Applications will be reviewed by a faculty committee appointed by
the Director of Collegium. Applications and questions should be emailed to Collegium@holycross.edu. Awards
will be announced by April 15, 2014. The grants will be awarded over a twelve month period beginning July
1, 2014, with a possible award period extension of an additional six months. At the close of the grant period,
awardees will be responsible for submitting a report on the disbursal of funds and a two to three page narrative
report which will be suitable for publication in Collegium News and the ACCU Update.
Applications should include:
1. Cover Sheet - listing title of project, primary contact person(s) and contact information, amount requested,
and 75 word abstract. The cover sheet must be signed by all applicants. It should also include the name and
contact information of the sponsoring institution’s grant officer and his or her signature approving the grant
request.
2. Narrative (in three parts) a) An Introduction, in which the applicant(s) presents the educational and intellectual rationale behind the
proposal, identifies its intended audience, and indicates how it builds on Collegium’s work.
b) A Project Plan, in which the applicant or group of applicants details the manner by which the proposal’s goals
will be met, and identifies the specific resources and plan needed to accomplish that.
c) Qualifications of applicants to carry out the project, and qualifications of other persons to be brought in to
help with the project.
It is essential that the Narrative be clear, complete, and free from jargon. Depending on the nature and scope of
the project, the Committee expects that the Narrative will be three to five double-spaced typed pages in length.
3. Budget - should contain an itemized list of proposed expenditures, such as stipend, travel, reference and
teaching materials, fees, etc. These should be presented in the form of confirmed costs or documented cost
estimates. In cases where participants request a stipend, such stipend may only be paid when the payee is
off-contract (e.g., faculty on nine month contracts may only be paid stipends for work done during the three
summer months off-contract). Stipends shall be limited to $125 per day for participants from the applicants’
institution. Honoraria for speakers may be proposed at a rate that seems appropriate for the speaker. Support
from other sources should also be listed if a project’s total cost exceeds $2500. Given the small size of the grants,
the grantee institution must be willing to manage the grant without charging overhead.
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Collegium Board News

Upcoming Conferences

New Members

February 2014
2014 Association of Catholic Colleges
& Universities Annual Meeting
Catholic Higher Education: Living the Vision
of Gaudium et Spes

Our thanks to board members whose terms
will expire June 30.
Christine Firer-Hinze, Professor of Theology
Fordham University

February 1–3
The Ritz-Carlton, Washington, DC
Contact: accu@accunet.org
http://www.accunet.org/2014AnnualMeeting

Nancy Dallavavalle, Associate Professor of Religious Studies
Fairfield University

June

Mark Neuzil, Professor & Director, Office for Mission
University of Saint Thomas, MN

Association of Catholic Colleges
& Universities Rome Seminar
June 15–19
Rome, Italy
http://www.accunet.org/i4a/pages/index.cfm?pageid=3773

New board members are:
Billye Auclair, Vice President for Academic Affairs
Anna Maria College

July
Institute for Administrators
in Catholic HigherEducation

Angela Harkins, Associate Professor of Religious Studies
Fairfield University

July 8–11
Boston College, MA
http://www.bc.edu/content/bc/schools/lsoe/cce/highered/iache.html

Monica Sylvia, Associate Professor of Psychology
Le Moyne College

2014 Association of Student Affairs
at Catholic Colleges & Universities
Annual Conference
July 29–August 1
St. Mary’s University, TX
http://www.asaccu.org and select Conferences

R.I.P.
SR. JEANNE KNOERLE, S.P.
Sr. Jeanne Knoerle, S.P., retired president of Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College, died suddenly in June at age 85. A
remarkably energetic and forward thinking woman, Jeanne was deeply involved in civic organizations and in helping
to improve the work of not-for-profit organizations.
Without Sr. Jeanne, Collegium might well not have come to be. A program officer at Lilly Endowment, Jeanne took a
keen interest in the proposal to create Collegium, and twice shepherded major grants through to fulfillment. She is one
of the three women to whom As Leaven is dedicated. A full obituary is here.
JEAN BETHKE ELSHTAIN
A Lutheran scholar in dialogue with Catholic thought, Elshtain was Laura Spellman Rockefeller Professor in social
and political ethics at the University of Chicago. She was a speaker at several Collegium colloquies in the 1990s. A
full obituary is here .
TOM BAUSCH (M’05)
Tom Bausch, Dean Emeritus of Marquette’s College of Business Administration, passed away on Wednesday, July 17,
2013. Tom was a pioneer not only in exploring the relationship of Catholic social thought and business, but also
in establishing academic forums to address Catholic mission-driven business education. It was his leadership that
enabled the International Conferences on Catholic Social Thought and Business Education to take shape. A full
obiturary is here.
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New Journal
Boston College has announced a new journal, Integritas, which is available online. It is the product of the Boston
College Roundtable, which brings together scholars and administrators from Catholic colleges and universities to
discuss the vision and promise of Catholic higher education in the United States. This initiative aims to explore the
value and meaning of a Catholic education in the contemporary context and further the conversation about mission
as it relates to the pursuit of truth, the quest for knowledge, and the fostering of human flourishing.
Each Roundtable, meeting once per semester for two years, is structured around a particular theme. The theme
for the first gathering was “The Role of Charism and Hospitality in Catholic Colleges and Universities.” Presenters
discussed their understanding of the theme through the perspective of their disciplines and the Catholic intellectual
tradition, and also commented on the implications for the broader mission of the Catholic university.
Integritas publishes the papers presented and discussed at each meeting. Each issue includes a paper, a response,
and a summary of the Roundtable conversation. The aim of this new initiative is to model and elicit conversation
among university leaders, faculty, and administrators around issues from the Catholic tradition that both inspire
and challenge Catholic colleges and universities in the United States today.

The Journal of Catholic Higher Education (JCHE) is the peer-reviewed, semiannual journal
of the Association of Catholic Colleges and Universities. It is the only international
journal dedicated to the distribution of scholarly work and commentary with a focus on
contemporary Catholic higher education in the United States and around the world.
Now available: Volume 32, Number 1
The new edition of the JCHE is now available, and is the second in ACCU’s two-part
look at Catholic university business education. The new volume looks at specific
examples of integrating the Catholic Intellectual Tradition, especially the Catholic Social
Tradition, into business education. The articles suggest compelling and innovative ways
to relate business education to the larger area of the liberal arts through curricular and
extracurricular activities and programs.

An Easy Way to Support Collegium
When You Buy from Amazon
We are happy to report that through your support in the past
year, Collegium received a total of $273.30, which was used in
the purchase of books for the Summer Colloquy. As an “Amazon
Associate” since 2003, we have benefited greatly from purchases
made through our link to Amazon. Thank you!
Whenever you make a purchase on Amazon.com, please consider
accessing their site through the link on the Collegium “Support”
webpage. Every time you start your purchase from the Amazon
link, they will donate up to 5% of purchases (books, music,
computer, whatever!) to Collegium. The cost to you for items
purchased from Amazon is the same whether you go through this
link or through Amazon.com. The support is anonymous (we
won’t know who bought what) but it has already helped us to make
a dent in the cost of our summer colloquy books. Please bookmark
the link for easy access! You must begin every purchase from that
link for us to get the commission.
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Book Reviews
James Davison Hunter

To Change the World:
the Irony, Tragedy,
& Possibility of
Christianity in the Late
Modern World
Oxford University Press, 2010
287 pp.

what?” “Speaking as a Christian myself,” Hunter writes
on that page, “contemporary Christian understandings
of power and politics are a very large part of what has
made contemporary Christianity in America appalling,
irrelevant, and ineffective.” Ouch! American Christianity
is “part and parcel of the worst elements of our latemodern culture today, rather than a healthy alternative to
it.”

What is culture? How do people change culture?
How should Christians, in particular, change culture?
These three questions are at the center of this 2010
interdisciplinary work of cultural studies, sociology,
religious studies, theology, political science, history, and
even philosophical anthropology. James Davison Hunter’s
reason for tackling these questions is that he believes
American Christian efforts to change American culture
are not succeeding. The reason for this is that American
Christians have a mistaken understanding of how to go
about cultural change. We’ve gotten it all wrong. Culture
is not just about ideas, and not just artifacts, and politics
are not going to change it for us. Hunter argues that the
Christian Right, the Christian Left, and Neo-Anabaptists
have all erred in assuming that engagement with the public
is largely an engagement in politics. Instead, Hunter
proposes, we need to revisit the practice of “faithful
presence,” to one another, in our workplaces, and in our
spheres of influence.

On page 95, I finally heard Hunter’s voice break through.
He is a very serious Christian who wants us to do a better
job interacting with American culture. Although I was not
convinced by each of the moving parts of this complicated
machine of a book (such as the focus on elites) there is
much that is valuable here. For teacher-scholars and
others in relative positions of cultural power, this book
offers suggestions as to how one’s Christianity might shape
one’s work. For Christians in general, this book offers
many bracing and helpful critiques. For example, on
page 172, Hunter says that our engagement with politics
ironically provides us with a way of ducking actual,
personal engagement with social problems. Throughout
the book, Hunter bemoans our habit of bemoaning the
world, cultivating resentment against our perceived
enemies (right or left), and displaying a will to power that
follows Nietzche’s ideas more than we would like to think.

This is a complicated book, full of arguments, subarguments, forays into the theory of culture, then the
history of early Christianity, then theories of the state. It is
also a big book. It is not that big physically, at 286 pages
before the after matter, but it is a big interpretation, taking
in many aspects of the past and present, and of theologies
and the social sciences. Its bigness is a strength. It
ambitiously tackles any question related to Hunter’s main
concern: how Christians can affect culture. It makes the
reader think about many, many things, from the Emperor
Constantine to the culture wars, from the relationship of
the church and the world to the relationship of politics
and the state. Its bigness is also a weakness. While each
argument, each foray, is connected to the main theme, it is
sometimes hard for the reader to make these connections,
and easy to forget what the chapters on theory of culture
said when reading the chapters on the church in the world.

Ultimately, To Change the World is an inspirational book
for Christians. And it is a very rare kind of inspirational
book for Christians: one aimed at academics. Although
it takes some time, and a whole lot of complicated
argumentation, Hunter’s book winds up offering a
very hopeful vision for how Christian academics and
others might make the world better: quietly, modestly,
persistently, humanely, broadly, and with God’s constant
help.
Gabriel Loiacono (G ’04)

This book did not grab me until page 95. After a lengthy
and sometimes implausible theory of how cultures
change (via elite institutions and not grassroots efforts,
he argues), Hunter brings us back to the question “so

University of Wisconsin Oshkosh
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Madges, William, & Daley, Michael J., eds.

Vatican II: 50 Personal
Stories
Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 2012
272 pp.

ing a range of individuals who would have different and
significant vantage points on the council. The collection
therefore includes stories from Council Fathers and periti,
ecumenical observers and of the rare women who were
invited to the last sessions. It also includes submissions
from those who were not at the Council but whose work
and lives have been transformed because of it.

While many texts relating to the Second Vatican Council
provide hearty fare, akin to a good solid bowl of oatmeal,
Vatican II: 50 Personal Stories offers a veritable buffet of
flavors, allowing the reader to savor the council from many
(50 to be exact) different perspectives. Notable authors,
ranging from Joan Chittister, OSB, to the late Avery Cardinal Dulles, SJ, share with the reader their memories of
the council and its impact on their lives. As a result, the
collection evolves into an intimate portrait of the event
that catapulted the church into a new relationship with all
of humanity.

Vatican II: 50 Personal Stories is an imminently readable
text which draws the reader into the substantive debates
and teachings of the Council but also shares some of its
foibles, eccentrics and, even, a few good jokes. It would be
a useful text in a classroom setting to illustrate key themes
of the Council such as its impact on liturgy, ecclesiology,
ecumenism and interreligious dialogue, and the church’s
relationship with the world as a whole.

This revised and expanded volume of Vatican II: Forty Personal Stories (2003) is especially poignant in that a number
of the contributors are no longer with us. Their voices and
perspectives live on and, in many cases, provide insight
that may have otherwise been lost.

If one were to offer one critique of this collection is that
it leaves one wanting more. Could there be a Vatican II:
50 Personal Stories of Ordinary People in the Pew? Or,
perhaps a Vatican II: 50 Personal Stories from Across the
Globe? The Second Vatican Council sent ripples through
what seemed to be the immovable waters of the Catholic
Church. In some cases it lapped gently along the shore
and, in others, it created a veritable tsunami. Perhaps the
stories that Madges and Daley have so carefully compiled
will prompt others to share their own personal stories and
reflect on the ongoing impact of the Spirit unleashed at
Vatican II.

Vatican II was a mammoth undertaking which, as Joseph
A. Komonchak contends, ought to be seen as an event
and understood within its historical context. The fifty
stories do just that. By sharing personal experiences of the
Council, the necessary contextualization takes place. The
reader comes to see the strands of both continuity and
change that exist within the Council documents. Since the
narratives speak not only of the Council itself but also of
its subsequent impact, a fuller view of the ongoing nature
of its reception (or lack thereof) is created.

Gertrude Rompre (F’12)

The editors clearly chose their contributors carefully, seek-

Saint Thomas More College, University of Saskatchewan
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the book, Millis infuses insights into her own journey.
At times, she feels like an eager travel companion as the
reader is guided along the path of the principles that will
increase our capacity to be present in the sacredness of
everyday exchanges.

Diane M. Millis

Conversation – The Sacred
Art: Practicing Presence
in an Age of Distraction

The book is presented in three parts. Part One offers the
perspective that conversation as a sacred art is threedimensional. Most people recognize the one-dimensional
view of communication that involves what we say, how we
say it, and the context in which we convey the message.
Communication encompasses the verbal and the nonverbal
aspects of the conversation. The words are important,
but the meaning of the message can change through
our gestures, body language, facial expressions, tone of
voice, and patterns of stress. Part One explores the three
dimensional view of conversation: the sacred within you,
within others, and the sacred space that exists between
you in that moment of interaction. Through contemplative
activities, reflections, and rituals, Millis guides the reader
to examine the depths of their hearts. As stated by St.
Benedict in the Rule of Benedict, “Listen with the ear of
your heart.”

Skylight Paths Publishing, 2013
137 pp.

Conversation is the science and art of engaging in dialogue
with others. As people engage in conversation, varying
degrees of skills are employed: listening, reflecting, asking,
respecting, and responding. Most often, conversational
exchange involves the sharing of everyday events, stories,
and information. The conversation exists in the moment,
with little thought to the deeper aspect of the interaction.
In an era of numerous demands on time and attention,
many find themselves challenged by distraction and
overcome by information overload. Interactions and
conversations can be rushed and insincere. Despite the
basic human need of feeling connected to others, we seem
to be emphasizing tasks and activities, with little effort
dedicated to the potentially sacred conversation.

The second dimension focuses on encountering the sacred
in each other. As we explore this dimension, we learn
new ways of being more fully present for one another. We
become connected at a deeper level and discover truths at
the core of the other person, we become united in heart.
We accomplish this through the silence that allows for
deeper listening.

Dr. Diane Millis (Spir. Dir. ’12), founder of the Journey
Conversations Project, offers a rich resource of stories,
reflections, spiritual exercises, and awareness of our
physical surroundings to challenge the reader to recognize
the holiness and the sacred in everyday encounters. The
reader is taught how to develop a meaningful attentiveness
to greater presence with others and to cultivate a deeper
connection in all conversations in which we engage.
Practicing the sacred art of conversation involves much
more than the skills of basic dialogue. To fully engage
in the sacred art of conversation, one must develop an
awareness of what is sacred in our heart, what is sacred in
another and that which is sacred and exists between us as
we interact in dialogue.

The third dimension emphasizes the importance of
experiencing the sacred between people. We must focus
our attention on the space that exists between two hearts
and what occurs in the moment, the here and now. The
challenge in this dimension is the necessity of protecting
the moment from biases created from past encounters and
remaining nonjudgmental in order to fully allow the truths
of both hearts to be revealed to create the sacredness that
is shared.
Part two addresses the gateways to sacred conversation.
This part creates a personal retreat type of experience.
Millis guides topics for self-examination that lead the
reader on a journey of discovering that which we hold
sacred, that which gives purpose to our lives, and mapping
a path for engaging our heart in sacred conversations. She
emphasizes the role of discernment as a means to “sift
through” our inner selves as a prerequisite to practicing
the true depth of sacred conversation.

The book offers practical, concrete ways to reach the
depths of sacred conversation. The reader is guided
to deep listening as a means of seeing each person as
a unique creation of God. The structured activities,
based on Millis’ research and teaching, offers the reader
the opportunity to develop a mature understanding of
the depths of our own holiness and how we can offer
ourselves more fully when we allow conversation to
become a sacred art.

Part three, then, provides the reader with exercises for
practicing the sacred art of conversation. Millis implores
the reader to recognize that our conversations are a means
for experiencing one another’s lives as works of art.

Millis invites the reader on a journey, the path of which
can easily be adapted to many faith traditions. Throughout
8

Active practice of the sacred art of conversation involves
balancing inner and outer awareness through attentive
presence. We enhance attentive and receptive presence
when we listen and when we cultivate a welcoming
hospitality for all we encounter in conversation. Further,
Millis challenges us to enhance our ability to listen and
respond with compassion. When we listen to our own
hearts and invite others to also listen, we are able to
respond compassionately.

well-written book moves us beyond the basic techniques
and skills necessary to engage in conversation. The
reader is taken on a journey of experiencing the depth of
intentional, sincere, authentic communication. As a result,
the reader is gifted with the affirmation of the holiness and
nourishment of the soul experiences in the sacred art of
human conversation.
On a personal level, the book prompted me to reflect on
how the principles presented by the author intersected
or aligned with Ignatian spirituality. To encounter the
sacred in others, we must practice “cura personalis”. Cura
personalis means care for the whole person, the foundation
of which is built by establishing a personal relationship
with others through listening. To recognize the sacredness
of others we must be willing to “find God in all things”; to
recognize God’s presence in every situation and feel moved
to explore the depths and discover profound meaning and
reality.

The book concludes with three substantial appendices that
extend the principles of the previous parts and encourage
the continued journey of conversations with others. Millis
provides additional strategies for engaging in conversations
that allow mutual exploration of life experiences. In a
journey conversation, participants are encouraged to
host and facilitate groups to engage in contemplative
practices and communication to help develop the skills of
listening and speaking from the heart. Centering practices
such as shared silence and stillness, reading of wisdom
literature, sharing their journey thorough storytelling, and
compassionate listening and responding activities serve to
transform participants of journey conversations.

In a world full of busyness and distraction, academic
preparation, and scholarly productivity, I highly
recommend the personal retreat offered through this book.
Get the book, and take some much needed personal time
to learn, reflect, experience, and touch the sacred with you,
within others, and at the heart of all of our conversations.
Delve into that holy space where we connect with
ourselves, with others, and with God through conversation
as a sacred experience.

The final two appendices encourage the application of
appreciatively focused conversations at home and at work,
built on the principle that sacred conversation is threedimensional. The author provides conversation starters,
or catalysts, to establish a context for practicing journey
conversations with others.

Carol Koch (F ‘09)

Millis offers grace and wisdom in this exploration of
conversation within the context of spirituality. This

Rockhurst University
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purpose was to convert the masses to an evil, lustful
religion. .. [It] is inherently authoritarian and dominating.
If allowed to grow, it would replace the American
government with the Catholic hierarchy and plant the flag
of the pope at the White House” (38). Likewise, Islam has
been painted (particularly by the Evangelical Right) as a
Trojan horse tradition seeking to infiltrate government and
impose Sharia Law on the US. However, notes Patel, just
as America’s popular perception of Catholicism changed,
so too can it of Islam. How? Citing Robert Putnam and
Pastor Bob Roberts, Patel suggests that attitudes about
religion can be changed most significantly through a)
gaining knowledge of the religious other and better yet,
by b) establishing relationships, meeting, and becoming
friends, with people of another religious tradition. This
worked to weave Catholicism into the fabric of American
culture and so it can also work with Islam, argues Patel.
His parallel of contemporary Islam with 1950’s Catholicism
in the U.S. is intriguing and he succeeds in showing the
clear similarities; however, the section would have been
served well by a more nuanced analysis that recognizes
the differences of the two traditions and contexts.
Furthermore, with so much of the section focusing on
contemporary American politics and religion in contrast
to 1950’s Catholicism (especially that of President John F.
Kennedy), Patel missed a golden opportunity to recognize
the current phobia of Mormonism and the challenges Mitt
Romney faced in his 2008 presidential campaign (which
was perhaps more similar to Kennedy).

Eboo Patel

Sacred Ground:
Pluralism, Prejudice, and
the Promise of America
Boston, MA: Beacon Press, 2012.
192pp.

In his typical story-telling style, Eboo Patel (devout
Muslim and founder of the Interfaith Youth Core
(IFYC)) weaves together story after story to make the
case for the necessity of interfaith dialogue in the U.S.
in the wake of 9/11. This book succeeds on many
levels. It is well written and accessible to a great range
of readers. It offers practical advice and logical analysis
of contemporary American religious affairs that persons
from all faith traditions can sympathize with. Through
story it succeeds in making the abstract concrete and the
universal particular. Finally, it offers, as Martin E. Marty’s
“Afterword” attests, “implicit advice” about the goals and
methods of interfaith work that Patel and IFYC believe to
possible in a post 9/11 America.
The first section (of three) examines the controversy over
Cordoba House (“the Ground Zero Mosque”) in light
of the history or pluralism in the U.S., and uses it as a
jumping off point into the contemporary conversation
about pluralism in America. Despite his view (which I
am quite sympathetic to) that a) “every inch of America
is sacred” (xxvii), b) we are an immigrant nation which
“gains when its immigrants bring the inspiration of their
particular heritage across the ocean to these shores and
plant it in this soil” (xiv), and thus c) the controversy
about the sacredness of Ground Zero and the place of the
Cordoba House on it should be moot, I am inclined to
think that Patel missed an opportunity here to recognize
a) this very indigenous (Native American) view of the
pan-sacredness of the land and b) the injustices delivered
upon the Native American communities at the hands of
immigrants and their often contrived faith traditions to
justify such actions. Regardless of this shortcoming, Patel
succeeds in presenting the current state of Islamophobia
with utter clarity and claims that Islam is perceived in
21st century America in a similar manner to Catholicism
in the 1950’s; that is, the Muslim masses are currently
perceived as a menace like “the Catholic Menace” of the
1950’s. Patel argues that Islam in the U.S. is on a similar
trajectory as Catholicism, both being combated by the
political power, persuasion, and skepticism of Evangelicals.
In the nineteenth century, according to Patel, “Catholicism
was a foreign and seditious force on American soil whose

The second section posits Patel’s method for interfaith
work in the interdependence of what we terms the
“science of interfaith cooperation” and the “art of interfaith
leadership.” The former without the latter lacks passion,
ignores the particularity of people’s stories, and fails to
inspire. The latter without the former lacks focus and
discipline, and ultimately proves ineffective without any
measurable impact. The art of interfaith leadership refers
to “the ability to build relationships across difference, and
tell stories about these relationships that inspire others to
do the same” (98). The 14th Dalai Lama had the greatest
impact on Patel in this regard, teaching him the value
of “preaching to the choir” in an effort to get that choir
to go out and spread the song of interfaith in their own
communities and context. He mentions Chris Stedman
and Josh Stanton as two such leaders. The science of
interfaith leadership is laid out in the tripartite framework
of “attitudes-relationships-knowledge,” which has as its
goal making interfaith cooperation a social norm. In short,
the logic of this interfaith triangle is as follows:
If we train a critical mass of leaders to create
enough spaces that expand the number of
positive, meaningful encounters between people
from different religions and programs that increase
people’s appreciative knowledge of other religious
10

traditions, the studies tell us that people’s attitudes
toward other faith communities will improve. As
people’s attitudes improve, they will seek more
interfaith friendships and interfaith literacy (86).

made by a DePaul staff member that “they love people of
other religions even though they are Catholic,” to which
the president laughed and replied, “My goal is to help
build a campus culture where people say, ‘We love religious
diversity because we’re Catholic’” (126-127). Further,
Patel devotes a chapter to interfaith work in seminaries,
institutions he deems “the most important” on the road
to equipping religious leaders to articulate theologies of
interfaith cooperation and, more importantly, to encourage
their religious communities to do so as well. Drawing on
a story of the Prophet (Muhammad), Patel suggests that
these theologies are “not about religions being the same,
or even an agreement that everyone is going to heaven.”
Rather, it focuses “on building bridges between people of
different faiths, not about which religious bridge leads to
heaven” (149).

The final section turns to the playing field on which
Patel believes the greatest is at stake: in the colleges
and seminaries. His premise is that “colleges develop a
society’s leaders and set a country’s intellectual and cultural
agenda, meaning that the attitudes and relationships
nurtured on American campuses impact diversity issues in
the broader society” (111). His hope is that just as the 80’s
and 90’s solidified the multicultural movement as standard
practice of the American University, now is the time to
push for religious diversity and interfaith cooperation as a
norm on college campuses. Thus IFYC has narrowed its
focus to higher education. He dreams (quite realistically),

In some ways, this book serves as a long commercial for
the Interfaith Youth Core (IFYC), but not inappropriately.
Quite necessarily, Patel outlines the goals and growing
mission of IFYC to demonstrate what he envisions as the
primary thrust of the interfaith movement at present in
higher education. Patel has certainly provided a gift that
will indeed rightly inspire many within and beyond higher
education (especially young people) to recognize the
present need for interfaith collaboration in America and
the promise of Pluralism the nation can achieve.

What if colleges took religious diversity as
seriously as they took other identity issues? …
What if university presidents expected their
graduates to acquire interfaith literacy, experience
interfaith community, and have opportunities to
run interfaith programs during their four years on
campus? What impact might a critical mass of
interfaith leaders have on America over the course
of the next generation? (120)
Concerning Catholic colleges and universities, Patel
recounts a conversation he had with the then president
of DePaul University. Patel shared with him a comment

Hans Gustafson (F‘13)
Saint John’s University (MN) and University of St. Thomas (MN)
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Help Shape Collegium News!
Do you have any ideas about contributions you’d like to make to Collegium News? Are you
willing to help with Book Reviews?
Please let us know if there are articles you would be interested in contributing, or subject areas
where you could review books relevant to Collegium’s readership and mission.
We are interested in finding qualified reviewers for any of the following books, and are eager to hear
about other types of books you’d like to draw to the attention of Collegium alumni/ae:
-Asher, Robert. Evolution and Belief: Confessions of a Religious Paleontologist, Cambridge University
Press, 2012, 213 pp.
-Combs, Mary Beth, and Schmidt, Patricia, editors, Transforming Ourselves, Transforming the World:
Justice in Jesuit Higher Education, New York: Fordham University Press, 2013, 372 pp.
-Fox, Helen. Their Highest Vocation: Social Justice and the Millennial Generation, Peter Lang Publishing, Inc., 2012, 206 pp.
-Garcia, Kenneth. Academic Freedom and the Telos in the Catholic University, Palgrave Macmillan Press,
2012. 230 pp.
-James, M., Masters, T., and Uelmen, A. Education’s Highest Aim: Teaching and Learning Through a
Spirituality of Communion, New City Press, 2010, 144 pp.
-McDonough, Graham. Beyond Obedience and Abondonment: Toward a Theory of Dissent in Catholic
Education, McGill Queens University Press, 2012. 304 pp.
-Moore, Brenna. Sacred Dread, Raïssa Maritain, the Allure of Suffering, and the French Catholic Revival
(1905-1944), University of Notre Dame Press, 2012, 312 pp.
-Orji, Cyril. The Catholic University and the Search for Truth, Anselm Academic Press, 2013, 266 pp.
-Portsmouth Institute. Modern Science, Ancient Faith, Sheed and Ward, 2013, 194 pp.
-Sharkey, Stephen, ed. Sociology and Catholic Social Teaching, Scarecrow Press, 2012, 310 pp.

Collegium Summer
Colloquy Dates
College of the Holy Cross, Worcester, MA
June 20-27, 2014
Saint John’s University, Collegeville, MN
June 19-26, 2015
University of Portland, Portland, OR
June 17-24, 2016
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